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Mobile lifting equipment range for 2007
Mikael Andersson, Sales Director/Product Manager, Konecranes Lifttrucks AB, Markaryd, Sweden

Konecranes’ latest generation of SMV Trucks and Stackers are 
designed and customised for the most demanding applications. 
The various models feature many innovative solutions to carry 
out their heavy work with greater efficiency and environmental 
friendliness, and at a lower cost. 

This article outlines a selection of the equipment range. 

Fork Lift Trucks (FLT)
SMV offer standard Fork Lift Trucks from 10 up to 60 tonne 
capacity with load centres of 600, 900, 1,200 and 1,500 mm. 
The biggest trucks (50-60 tonnes) are mainly used in steel and 
concrete industries, most of the other manufacturers do not go 
over 50-52 tonnes with standard trucks. 

SMV is the only manufacturer that with the unique super 
strong ‘box chassis’ and ‘low-energy’ load-sensing hydraulics. The 
SMV range of FLT’s is based on five groups, starting at 10 tonnes 
at 600 mm LC and ends at 60 tonnes at 1,500 mm LC (or 65 
tonnes at 1,200 mm LC). 

The range consists of totally 26 standard models, and also many 
customize combinations. The biggest reach stacker is rated 80 
tonnes at 2,500 mm LC.

The FLTs feature many innovative solutions, including the 
‘box type’ chassis, load-sensing hydraulics (power-on-demand), 
electronic controlled environmental engines, and a newly designed 
cabin with improved ergonomics. 

Maximum strength in perfect balance
The trucks are built with unique heavy-duty box-type chassis in 
combination with quality components and engines that deliver 
high torque at low revs. To take maximum advantage of the power, 
the trucks have load-sensing hydraulics that provide increased 
efficiency and higher performance. 

Always full capacity
SMV trucks have full capacity up to 7,000 mm lift height for 
10-18 ton FLT’s and up to 9,000 mm for 18-52 tonnes FLTs, 
with 2-stage, 2-stage freelift and 3-stage freelift masts. No other 
manufacturers have this capacity as standard, based on the unique 
box-type chassis.

Power-on-demand reduces wear, fuel consumption, and 
environmental impact
The fork lift trucks are equipped with load-sensing hydraulics 
that adapts the lifting power to the weight of the goods; the truck 
only provides maximum power on-demand when really needed. 
Therefore, the truck consumes less power and fuel while reducing 
noise and emissions. This technology offers many advantages: 
more convenient lifting, smoother running, and decreased wear 
on the engine, gearbox, and hydraulics. 

New driver cabins
Drivers must have a good workplace in order to work safely and 
effectively through long shifts. To meet this need, the cabins of 

The 2000 truck – delivered to Moelven Byggmaterial in Sweden (a 22-1,200 FLT for house module handling).
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the trucks provide top quality comfort, visibility, and ergonomics. 
The cabin features low noise levels and minimum vibration. The 
driver is not disturbed by vibrations from the engine or chassis. 
Large glass screens provide optimum visibility and the powerful 
ventilation system creates a pleasant climate. The rear visibility is 
optimised on the FLTs.

Container Lift Trucks (CLT) – empty & laden
The new truck series offers a complete line-up of container trucks 
for empty and laden containers, as well as for RoRo handling. 

SMV offer standard ranges of dedicated empty container 
handling trucks that are aimed for different terminal sizes. All 
ranges have similar features such as strong box-type chassis for 
high lift capacity, load-sensing hydraulics, joystick operation, high 
stability factors and high handling and driving speeds. All CLTs 
are equipped with the new driver cabin.

More efficient grip of empty containers
Empty container trucks usually work at a high pace, placing 
rigorous demands on both speed and efficiency. CLTs are based 
on the latest technology, which means that they lift and handle 
containers with the highest speed and stability. 

Four to six high EC-Handlers
The smaller series lifts four, five, or six containers high, up to 
eight tonnes in weight and single stacking, based on a 16/18 ton 
chassis with Volvo TAD-660-VE stage 3 engines (six litre) and 
DANA TE17300 automatic transmissions. News for this range is 
increased stability, higher handling speeds and latest generation of 
ELME spreaders.

Six to eight high EC-Handlers
The larger series lifts six, seven, or eight containers high, up to 
nine tons in weight and single stacking, based on a 25 tonne 
chassis with Volvo TAD-760-VE stage 3 engines (seven litre) and 
DANA TE17300 automatic transmissions.

‘2 over 5’ and ‘2 over 6’ high EC-Handlers (double stacking)
The strongest series lifts, lifts ‘2 over 5’ (equal to seven high) 
and ‘2 over 6’ (equal to 8 high), up to 10 tons in weight and 
for double stacking, based on a 25 tonne chassis with Volvo 
TAD-760-VE stage 3 engines (seven litre) and DANA TE17300 
automatic transmissions. News for this range is increased stability, 
10 tonnes capacity, high handling speeds and latest generation of 
ELME spreaders.

CLTs with front cabin 32G – 52G
The CLT series lifts containers from 30 tonnes and three high 
up to a full 43 tonnes and five high, based on our 32/52 tonne 
chassis with Scania DC-12-58A stage 3 engines (12 litre) and 
DANA TE27400 automatic transmissions. News for this range 
is latest generation of load-sensing hydraulics, improved driving 
and handling and latest generation of ELME spreaders.

CLTs with high cabin 37GS – 52GS
The S-series are with the high/mid mounted cabin for optimal 
handling, visibility, and safety. The cab is mounted 850 mm higher 
and 1,300 mm backwards. Same drive line and same capacities. 

Powerful RoRo trucks 28 and 32 tonnes
Handling heavy goods on board RoRo ships requires a low 
profile, compact dimensions and a powerful drive line. These 
trucks have often a versatile function in smaller ports since they 
also lift mixed goods such as steel, machines, flat racks, and bulky 
goods. Same drive line and same capacities. 

Reach Stackers – empty & laden
A complete line of powerful SMV Reach Stackers for handling 
empty and laden containers are on offer, for trailers on railroads 
with multiple tracks, and for loading barges at waterways. Also 
available are Reach Stackers for industrial handling of steel 
slabs, steel coils, pipes, heavy machinery, concrete, stone, and 
similar goods. 

Two Reach Stackers for the Port of Helsingborg in Sweden (for their rail and container stack yard).
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Fully equipped Reach Stackers for container terminals
With the intensive pace in ports, SMV Reach Stackers are best 
suited for loading, unloading, and stacking empty and laden 
containers. The ideal truck models that meet the requirements in 
different terminals are available. 

Large Reach Stackers for rail terminals
Railway handling usually requires larger trucks with higher lifting 
capacity and a longer reach. To load and unload on multiple tracks 
you need a flexible truck with more functions and larger lifting 
capacity. These trucks usually have ‘combi-attachments,’ which 
lift both containers and trailers. Other options are movable cabin, 
remote control, and support jacks for increased capacity. This 
setting also requires trucks with a longer wheelbase. 

Heavyweights to load and unload barges
The waterways of the world are becoming increasingly popular 
for transporting containers. This trend places new demands on 
flexible loading and unloading of ships and barges that travel the 
rivers and traverse the seas. 

Since Reach Stackers also load goods other than containers, 
they need high capacity, a large reach, and flexibility. Barges are 
loaded below the level of the dock, which places new demands. 
Usually a truck adapted for negative lifting is used, but a spacer 
frame can be used that is also suitable for easier handling. 
Konecranes Lifttrucks produces the biggest Reach Stackers in the 
world. 

Top 10 features 

•  Strong box-type chassis with wheelbases 5.0 to 9.0 m (biggest 
stacker worldwide)

•  Load-sensing hydraulics (power-on-demand/low-energy/fuel 
saving)

•  Full version of CanBus technology for drive line, hydraulics and 
spreader

•  Electronic safety, overload and monitoring system for all vital 
functions (IQAN/MDL)

•  Drive axles with maintenance free ‘wet disc brakes’

•  Electronic controlled diesel engines high-torque, extra powerful 
and clean (EU st 3)

•  Electronic controlled automatic transmissions intelligent 
‘Softshift’ technology

•  New upgraded drivers cabin with improved ergonomics and 
lower noise levels

•  High total performance, lift capacities, handling speeds and 
operational safety

•  Widest range of reach stackers – highest capacities incl barge and 
steel handlers

Hydraulics
The new generation of SMV ‘low-energy’ Load-sensing hydraulics 
(power-on-demand) br ing additional handling precision, 
smoothness and handling speeds. Beside this the new upgrade 
it lowers the fuel consumption, exhaust emissions and working 
pressures. This means reduces wear on the components and the 
life cycle cost is improved.

Control systems (IQAN/MDL)
The EMC Master electronic overload, monitoring and safety 
system show the driver the actual load, the actual load centre 
and how high the load percentage are (of max load and each 
load centre), there is other information available from the engine, 
transmission, spreader, hydraulics etc. The basic system is standard 
on all reach stackers. New control system (IQAN/MDL) modules 
make the stackers more productive, improve safety and allow one 
to get important operation feedback.

A more efficient truck choice
All SMV lift trucks and reach stackers are equipped with load-
sensing hydraulics that adapt the power of the engine to the 
weight of the goods. Compared with simple hydraulic systems 
which always require higher power, resulting in increased 
fuel consumption and more wear, this is an effective way to 
substantially reduce fuel consumption and emissions. 

Another unique advantage is that the same types of components 
– engine, gearbox, hydraulics and electrical system – are essentially 
used in all of the models. This means if you have several different 
SMV trucks you can manage with fewer spare parts.

To reduce maintenance costs during the lifetime of the truck 
the service interval on the engine (500 hrs), gearbox (1,000 hrs) 
and hydraulics oils (4,000 hrs) have been extended.

Konecranes Lifttrucks (former SMV Lifftrucks) are a world leading manufacturer 

of fork lift trucks, container lift trucks and reach stackers with lifting capacity of  

10 to 60 tonnes. Lifttrucks is a part of Konecranes the world-leading group of 

lifting businesses, serving manufacturing and process industries, ports and 

terminals, shipyards and harbours with productivity-enhancing lifting solutions 

and services, supported by 7,500 employees at more than 400 locations in  

70 countries.

Konecranes Lifttrucks AB

Box 103 / Anders Anderssons väg 13

SE-285 23 MARKARYD

Sweden

Tel: +46-433-733 00

Fax: +46-433-733 10

Email: mikael.andersson@konecranes.com

Website: www.smvlifttrucks.se

ABOUT THE COMPANY ENQUIRIES 

1 of 5 container trucks for Esperance Port in Australia southwest coast (a SMV 
45-1,200 with container spreader and forks).


